The separating mechanisms occuring in a class of Poincar6 halfm aps that is induced by the flow of a saddle-focus are described quantitatively. The "critical spiral" is calculated explicitly inside the domain o f the map. A complete hierarchy, consisting of three different types of separating mechanisms, is demonstrated. It is characterized in terms o f the properties o f the critical spiral, as it depends on the canonical param eters o f the system.
Introduction
The description o f two-region piecew ise-linear continuous dynamical systems in terms o f Poincare halfmaps arises in a natural manner. A system tra jectory is easily found (as a sequence o f successive solutions o f linear initial value problems) as soon as all its entry or exit points, respectively, o f the regions are known [1] . The main problem hereby is, to determine the corresponding exit point for a given entry point, leading to an im plicit transcen dental equation for each region. The latter equa tions are representations o f halfmaps. If the dom ain o f one halfmap is taken as a Poincare cross section, the com position o f the two halfmaps is an ordinary Poincare map [2] .
Even for rather simple systems, like those pos sessing only three variables and a flat separating plane in between the two regions, a halfm ap in duced by the dynamics o f a real (i.e., actually pres ent inside the region in question [3] ) saddle-focus possesses the capability o f separating nearby points. Such a mechanism gives rise to sensitive depen dence on initial conditions [4] and im plies a fast de cay o f correlations [5] (which are the characteristics o f a chaotic solution).
The separating mechanism in the halfm ap to be considered here has to do with a "cutting open" curve, the critical spiral, that intersects a fam ily o f invariant curves in such a way that points to the left and to the right o f the intersection are m apped far apart from each other. In the case o f "com plicated isolae" [ tually cut open twice, thereby yielding a discon nected im age o f a connected set. In addition, a third separating m echanism s, com bining the first two, will be described as the most com plicated one pos sible.
As a consequence, all topological properties o f a halfmap that is induced by the dynamics o f a saddle-focus in three space can be indicated. M ore over, explicit or, in som e cases, im plicit conditions on the canonical parameters for the appearance o f the different types o f behavior will be presented for the first time.
Formulation o f the Halfmap
For an introduction to the notion o f halfmaps see [2] . We use the notation developed there, with som e m inor m odifications. As only the region T and the corresponding halfm ap P will be treated, all the bars on quantities referring to this halfmap will be suppressed. Let 
These are the coordinate values that characterize the static manifolds (see [2] , Section 5). Turning now to the dynamical behavior, any tra jectory that contributes to the halfmap P has to ful fill the entry and exit condition, respectively, o f the region T, namely:
where z is the "mapping tim e", i.e., the span o f tim e after which the switching condition matches again. Hence for any entry point (x, £)T from S~, the cor responding exit point will be characterized by the right-hand part o f (6), i.e., by the im plicit equation The resulting map is called regular if r is the first (from countably many) positive solutions o f (6 a). Equation (6) com bined with this latter constraint is the representation o f the halfm ap to be used in the following.
The Partition of the Line W
The boundary between the halfplanes S+ and S~ is simply a straight line, called W, which can be written as £w(x) = x0-( q + 1)x 2 co (7)
see [2] .
Almost all trajectories passing through a point o f this line are tangential to 5, i.e., posses an extremum has to be fulfilled. Our task is to calculate the geom etric locus o f these entry points. Since (6 a) cannot be solved analytically as it stands, solving it sim ultaneously with (14) is not possible either. W e are going to tackle this task as an inverse problem. An appro priate procedure was worked out in [7, 8] .
Let us apply the formalism indicated there. First, we have to find the curves o f equal m apping time:
-(e +1)t -cos co x e~T -cos cox Since at a point o f contact the switching condition (6) is fulfilled as well as at an exit point, we may add Ws (containing sim ultaneous exit and reentry points o f T) to the dom ain and to the range o f the halfmap P. On the one hand, approaching the spiral along an isola in a counter-clockwise manner yields a point located on Ws . On the other hand, the "true" exit points o f trajectories starting on y are to be found for the "clockwise lim it". These latter points can be called the im age o f Ws . (They will be investigated in [11] .) N ow it is easy to determ ine the im age o f y. For any point o f the spiral, we already know the m apping time z. Therefore we find This function will play a key role in investigating the critical spiral.
The Properties o f the Critical Spiral
N ow that we know the critical spiral explicitly, let us look at its properties, first the lim iting behavior for z -* 0 and r -*■ oo, respectively. In the former case, we find that z and n both vanish quadratically as their arguments tend towards zero. The lim it can, however, again be taken regularly (see also the Ap pendix), yielding \\mxx = x w.
(21)
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The other lim iting case, z -* oo, is found im mediately: lim xT = jc0 and lim £T (x 0) = 0.
(22)
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This point is nothing but the hom oclinoid point h discussed in [2] -the only entry point with an as sociated infinite mapping time. N ow that we have determined the final and ini tial point o f the critical spiral, let us investigate the range in between. W e shall discuss it in polar co ordinates, using the "natural geom etry" o f the separating plane, i.e., taking the invariant curves as "circles" [2] .
The property o f highest interest is the momentary radius ry o f the critical spiral. Here we find, in analogy to what we did in (13) Before turning to the dynamical aspects o f the critical spiral, let us look at a "corollary" that di rectly follows from the extremum property o f ry at x^: One particular invariant curve, r ( r w), touches W in the point x^.
To prove this, we have to look at the extension o f ry beyond x w\ The point x w is certaintly located on r ( r w), cf. (13). Let us assume that r (rw) intersects W in x^; then for all s > 0 and s' > 0 below an up per bound A, the two points o f W with x-coordinates x^+ s and x^-s', respectively, must be situated inside and outside o f the "circle" r ( r w). Thus these points belong to different invariant curves with radii less and greater than rw. On the other hand, the extension o f ry possesses a local ex tremum at X |f, therefore we can choose s > 0 and s' > 0 (below A) to obtain ry{xw-e') = ry(xw + e). This is a contradiction to the assumption m ode. Hence the point x w cannot be an intersection point o f r { r w) with W; rather, since it is from W, it has to be a point of contact. From the corollary follows that complicated isolae (being capable o f crossing W) are characterized by a radius r0 that is greater than rw.
The findings o f the present Section about the cri tical spiral now finally yield a coherent dynamical picture for the second separating mechanism, as is il lustrated in 
The "Folding" of the Critical Spiral
As the radius function ry may first be growing in the outermost turn o f the critical spiral (Fig. 4 b) , in order to thereafter decrease m onotonically, the pos sibility o f a self-intersection o f the spiral arises. If this happens in a point y(z), we necessarily find a second associated mapping tim e z' > r, such that y(z') = y(z).
A trajectory starting at this point touches S twice, both after time t and again after z'. Hence it is a "doubly touching trajectory" (cf. This latter point has to be both from y and from Ws , hence it is the intersection o f these curves (the exit point o f y from 5 "). Since at least one point has been shown to possess two antecedents, the mapping from the critical spiral onto Ws can no longer be inverted globally. This means that we have to be careful about our arguments using the function ry. If y is no longer mapped one-to-one onto Ws, the graph o f ry may becom e more com plicated. This problem will be resolved by the selec tion rules to be introduced below.
The function xs (which essentially is the halfmap applied to y) was found to becom e noninvertible for the case o f a critical spiral being capable o f self intersection and hence o f crossing W. To see that this condition for noninvertibility is both sufficient and necessary, we calculate two closely related 
The conditions (33 a, b), or equivalently (34) and (36), are two transcendental equations in three un- knowns q, co, and x. After solving for the parameter o f representation, r, these conditions yield a scalar relation between q and co. This relation plays a role sim ilar to 0 = co2 -q -1 (11). In contrast to the lat ter, however, which is given in explicit form, (33) is an im plicit equation and has to be solved for numer ically due to its algebraic complexity. D oing this, one finds that the equation possesses a countable infinity o f solutions -curves Qn in canonical pa rameter space (the first six o f which are shown in Figure 6 ). The very first o f these curves, ß j , yields the boundary between those systems (points in pa rameter space) which possess a globally invertible im age o f the critical spiral, and those which do not. The other (higher) solutions, ß " (« = 2, 3 ,...) , are conditions on the parameters for the «-th self-intersection o f y.
If the critical spiral is not m apped m onotonically (one-to-one) onto Ws , it is said to be "folded". This choice o f terminology is m otivated by Figure 7 . It turns out that the number o f folds present for any parameter vector (g, a>)T is easy to determine: Just count how many ß " curves (Fig. 6) lie below that point.
We are now in the position to discuss the conse quences that a folded spiral has on the action o f the halfmap. In principle, any noninvertible m apping o f y onto Ws im plies a conflict with the uniqueness o f trajectories. As it turns out, this problem can be overcom e by introducing specific selection rules. To obtain these rules we recall the fact that the repre sentation (19) o f y was found by neglecting the switching o f the dynamics. This means that after the mapping time x, the trajectory starting at y(r) not necessarily fulfills the switching condition (3) for the first tim e -a property which, however, is requi site for the halfmap.
Nevertheless: As long as the whole critical spiral stays inside the half plane S~, Finally let us discuss how the folding o f y affects the separating properties o f the halfmap. Formerly, the separation o f points could always be related to a boundary curve, the critical spiral. Points o f the halfplane 5" located on different sides o f this curve were mapped either to opposite ends o f the sam e region (type I separation) or even into two discon nected regions (type II separation). This tim e, when we look at the neighborhood o f a self-intersection point o f y, we find three different regions (I, II, and III in Fig. 8 b) to be present. Crossing the pertinent arcs o f the critical spiral separating these regions, we find type II separation for adjacent points stem ming from the first and the second region, as well as for points from the first and the third region. In con trast, adjacent points located inside the second and the third region, respectively, are separated by the first mechanism. Thus by successfully unfolding the type III separation, we have found that it represents a com bination o f the First two m echanisms, de scribed previously [2] , By virtue o f the fact that no triply touching tra jectories exist, this third mechanism o f separating Figure 10 ). The geom etric locus o f "gluing to gether points" was found numerically in [6] and called a "hook". It turns out that these curves pos sess an interesting dynamics themselves, one that is strongly related both to that o f the critical spiral and to that o f the "return-transfer boundary" dis cussed in [8] (work submitted [ 11] ).
The third and last separating mechanism (type III) yields a com bination o f the first two and was d e scribed analytically here for the first time. It appears together with doubly touching trajectories when the critical spiral becom es capable o f crossing W (as oc curs above the curve Q ! in parameter space). In this case specific selection rules had to be introduced in order to select those portions o f the spiral that con tribute to the halfmap. These rules cut out segments o f the spiral and thereby elim inate those m apping times where no separation occurs.
W hile the first separating mechanism affects all isolae and a portion o f the ß-curves, and the second one acts only on the com plicated isolae, the third mechanism is restricted even further. It interferes only with those isolae that harbor self-intersection points o f the critical spiral. At these points three different regions o f the halfplane S~ meet, being mapped far apart from each other. This latter mechanism, to gether with the second one, gains more and more importance for higher frequencies o f the saddlefocus. Then a greater portion o f the family o f isolae becom es complicated and, moreover, every time a further Qn curve is crossed, a new path is opened for an additional doubly touching trajectory to occur.
By quantitatively characterizing the critical spi ral, it was possible to obtain a com plete and unified description o f the separating (or "cutting open", respectively) mechanisms that occur in Poincarfc halfmaps. Hence the different kinds o f chaotic solu tions to be found in piecewise-linear continuous, autonomous 3-D dynamical systems may be charac terized in terms o f the separating mechanisms that are used recursively by the overall dynamics, i.e., the com bination o f both halfmaps [12] .
Apart from the separating mechanisms, discussed here, we expect chaos also to arise due to "folding type divergencies" [10] in the halfmap. A detailed discussion o f this "weakest" chaos-generating m ech anism is also in preparation [13] .
To conclude, the dynamical behavior o f piecewise-linear systems can be analyzed further. W hile in general only im plicit equations are obtained it unexpectedly turned out that these im plicit equa tions permit explicit expressions for many proper ties o f interest.
